seams — taped

This seam technique is perfect for very stretchy or loosely-woven or knitted fabrics.

1. Thread the tape through the slot on the braiding foot and slide the guide around the tape allowing it to slide easily through the foot. (#1)

2. Another foot that can be used for taping seams is the standard foot. Slide the tape through the needle hole and under the back of the foot. Sew making sure the tape remains in the center as you sew. (#2)

Braiding Foot or Standard Foot

Stitch: Straight
Width: Pre-set
Length: Pre-set
Tension: Pre-set

Fabric, needles, notions required:
Knits or loosely-woven fabrics; stretch or universal needle, size 80/12; all-purpose sewing thread for needle and bobbin; twill tape, Stay Tape™ or 1/8”-1/4”-wide ribbon